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Mondays: 
- Helping Hands @2:15 in Room 203

Tuesdays:
- Peer Tutoring @2:20 in the Library
- Ceramics Club @ 2:20 in the Art Room
- Rubik’s Cube Club @ 2:20 in room 304
- Running Club @ 2:30 in the Cafeteria 

Wednesdays:
- The Bacc Rag @ 2:20 in Room 304
- BBC (Business Club) @ 2:15 in Room 400
- Dramatic Arts Club @ 2:20 in Library
- French Club @ 3:00 in Room 205
- Middle School Math Club @2:20 in 416
- Model UN @ 2:15 in Room 303
- Mouse Squad @ 2:15 in Room 402
- Origami Club @2:15 in Conference Room
- Zumba @ 2:20 in Room 214
- Peer Tutoring @2:20 in Library

Thursdays:
- Yearbook @2:20 in Room 416
- Knitting Club @2:15 in the Library
- Film Club @2:30 in Room 410
- Orchestra@ 2”15 in Room 409
- HS Math Club @2:10 in Room 400
- Yoga Club @2:15 in Room 214
- Peer Tutoring @2:20 in Library
- Mouse Squad @2:15 in Room 402

Fridays:
- Senior Council @2:20 in the Cafeteria 
- Junior Council @2:20 in Room 300
-Anime Club @ 2:20 in the Conference Room

Schedule for BSGE

Upcoming Events
Wednesday, March 25th @ 6 - 8 p.m.
IB Art Exhibition

Thursday, March 26th @ 5 - 8 p.m.
Parent Teacher Conferences
PTA Panera Bread Fundraiser

Friday, March 27th @ 12 - 3 p.m.
Parent Teacher Conferences

Friday, March 27th @ 4 p.m.
Girls Softball Game at Queensbridge Field

Monday, March 30th @ 4 p.m.
Girls Softball Game at Big Bush Field #2

Tuesday, March 31st @ 4 p.m.
Girls Softball Game at Big Bush Field #2

Successful Turnout for 
Mardi Gras

SAMANTHA VINOYA ‘18

On Friday, March 20th from 6:30 to 10 p.m., the 
French Club and Senior Council hosted BSGE’s 
first party of the 2014-15 school year: Mardi 
Gras. The themed party is a tradition in BSGE, 
and brought a variety of students from 7th to 
12th grade from both BSGE and other middle 
and high schools throughout New York City. 

The two school clubs had been prepar-
ing for the party for weeks in advance, deal-
ing with the pressure of selling tickets, mak-
ing posters, marketing and organizing while 
counting down the days to the party. Because 
there was very short notice of when the ac-
tual event was approved by BSGE adminis-
tration, it was stressful for the party hosts. 

However despite this time limit, the students 
within the club performed well in selling their 
tickets, completely selling out 150 tickets by 
noon of Friday, March 20th. But this pres-
sure once again surfaced with the unfortunate 
weather conditions of that Friday night, with an 
onslaught of snow and wind spreading through 
New York City. This made many students and 
parents skeptical of whether the party was still 
going on, causing a little less of a turnout than 
the clubs expected, however still bringing 130 
people which is a small success within itself. 
Being one of the few dances to be approved this 

year, the French Club wanted to make the most 
out of it by spending money on more deco-
rations, food and other items. However, these 
interests conflicted with those of the Senior 
Council who although wanted the dance to 
be fun and exciting for students, also wanted 
to make profit. They needed to raise money 
for prom and graduation, but trying to get an-
other dance to be approved would be difficult.

Prior to the party, Rajiv Mahajan, the French 
teacher and supervisor of French Club ex-
plained, “This dance is going to be sort of dif-
ferent because since there haven’t been any 
dances that have been approved yet, the seniors 
felt that they were left out because they wanted 
to have their own dance. And since Ms. Johnson 
only approved one thus far, the Senior Coun-
cil asked if  it was possible if  we could collabo-
rate.” The French Club voted and decided that it 
would be a great idea to have both clubs split the 
profits so that both clubs could benefit from it.

Mardi Gras was chosen to be the theme of 
the party because the French Club wanted 
not only to expose themselves, but others, to 
French culture. Mardi Gras has some deep 
roots in French culture and history, so allowing 
BSGE to also experience this holiday was the 
goal for the club and a treat for the students. 
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Helping Hands’ 
Spring Blood 
Drive Collects 33 
Pints of Blood

MR. LAKHANEY

Helping hands hosted its annual Spring 
blood drive on March 19th. The New York 
Blood Center parked its truck outside BSGE 
and collected 33 pints of blood from the 
BSGE community. Students, parents, and 
faculty all donated during the blood drive. 

Many more students were interested in donat-
ing but were excluded for various reasons. 
The potential pool of BSGE donors is strictly 
limited by the minimum age requirements. To 
be considered for donation, you must be at 
least 16 years old. Interested individuals who 
are old enough are then asked to complete a 
questionnaire about their personal histories. 
Those who make it past that step are brought 
onto the donation bus and have various health 
metrics measured such as blood iron levels, 
weight, and blood pressure. Only those 
deemed healthy enough to donate are allowed 
to. 57 members of the BSGE community were 
interested in donating but only 33 were able 
to based on the process.

Each pint of blood can save up to three lives. 
Not enough New Yorkers donate blood to meet 
local needs and New York City is chronically 
short. Those able to donate blood are encour-
aged to participate in the next blood drive at 
BSGE, whether it be this school year or the next. 

Photo Credits: Mr. Lakhaney
Above: Nikolaos Filopolous ‘15
Below: Blood drive truck parked outside of 
BSGE on 36th Avenue. 

MAYA JUMAN ‘16

Lady Sting’s 
Softball Sea-
son Kicks Off 
Later than 
Anticipated
It’s been a long and bitter winter for New York-
ers, and the brutal weather has affected student 
athletes who participate in spring PSAL sports. 
The girls’ varsity softball team, Lady Sting, has 
been working hard all winter throwing, hit-
ting and running drills in the cafegymatori-
um, the only available indoor practice space. 

The snow covering the team’s home field, Big 
Bush Park in Woodside, prevented outdoor 
practice until early March. Despite the rain 
that cleared the last patches of snow from the 
field last week, on Monday March 16th the 
Public Schools Athletic League issued a state-
ment cancelling all softball games and scrim-
mages Monday through Friday of that week, 
due to some lingering snow on certain fields 
across the city. This resulted in the cancella-
tion of three scrimmages for Lady Sting and 
the postponement of their first official game 
against Robert F. Wagner, all of which were 
scheduled to take place at Big Bush. Team 
member Peyton Heron ‘16 expressed her frus-
tration. “It doesn’t make sense - our field is 
totally clear. We need the practice outdoors.”

Regardless of the delays, the team prepared for 
their first game the following Tuesday, against 
Queens High School Complex. On Thursday, 
March 19th, Lady Sting played an informal 
scrimmage against William Cullen Bryant High 
School at Bryant’s home field. BSGE walked 
away with an 18-4 victory, which hopefully 
marks the beginning of another successful 
season. This year, the team is welcoming a 
new coach, Mr. Aly Lakhaney, and several stu-
dent managers. Lady Sting’s schedule is posted 
below - students, faculty and parents are en-
couraged to attend a game and support BSGE!

Photo Credit: Mr. Lakhaney

Photo Credit: Angelica Benares ‘16
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MOSHAN GUO ‘17

BSGE Wins 2015 
MoMathalon Competition
On Monday, March 9,  BSGE’s middle school 
math team won victory in the annual MoMath-
lon Tournament. The tournament, sponsored 
by the Museum of Mathematics, took place at 
Queens College in Kissena Boulevard. A total 
of 23 teams from different schools participat-
ed, comprised mostly of 7th and 8th graders. 
The schools included Baccalaureate School for 
Global Education, 190 Russell Sage, 185 Ed-
ward Bleeker, and the Institute for Collabora-
tive Education. The BSGE team, supervised by 

Mr. Mehan, had members who were chosen to 
compete based on the students’ achievements in 
the official Math Club meetings at BSGE. The 
official meetings took place in the Math Olym-
piads, Rocket City Math League, 
New York State Math League, and 
the Mathematical Association of 
America. The cumulative achieve-
ments of the students in these 
meeting so helped determine the 
team members who would par-
ticipate in the tournament.”The 
kids were very excited about 
the opportunity. The smiles 
were on their faces at Queens 
College,” recalls Mr. Mehan.

The tournament was split up into 
sections of individual and group 
rounds. The individual round was done inde-
pendently by every student from each team. Stu-
dents participating in the individual round had 

to complete a list of 10 math questions within 
a limited amount of time. Math questions used 
in the tournament were challenging in a logical 
way, but simple enough to do quickly. Because 
no calculators were allowed to be used, stu-
dents had to either use mental math or paper-
pencil calculations. The scores of the number 

of questions the students answered correctly 
were then calculated and used to determine 
the winners of the individual round. 7th grad-
ers Siliang Lei, Rishi Batt, Rachael Cheung and 
Christy Guan earned the 1st place, 2nd place, 
4th place and 5th place in the individual round, 
respectively. 8th grader Stacy Xue earned 2nd 
place in the 8th grade individual round, an-
swering all 10 questions correctly. Besides 
the individual round, there were two group 
rounds: one round where school teams com-

peted against each 
other, and another 
round where stu-
dents from differ-
ent teams were put 
together to form a 
mixed team. BSGE’s 
team, along with 
several other teams, 
was split into Team 
A and Team B in 
order to reduce the 
number of students 
per team. The BSGE 
A team successfully 
managed to beat last 

year’s champion, 185 Russell Sage Junior High 
School, and came in first place in the tour-
nament, while the BSGE B team came in 4th. 
“It was a fun learning experience,” said Anne 

Zhang ‘19, a BSGE student who attended the 
tournament, “it was pretty competitive, to be 
honest. The air was kind of tense, but in gener-

al, it was really comfortable.”

More students from differ-
ent schools attended the Mo-
Mathlon this year than in 
previous years. BSGE first 
started attending the tourna-
ment in 2012, with a team of 
5 students. This year’s BSGE 
team has largely increased in 
size, most likely due to the 
growing interest of students 
who want to participate in 

the tournament. The BSGE students this year 
have done a wonderful job at bringing victory 
to the school. “I was very proud of them,” said 
Mr. Mehan, “I was happy that they were excited 
about participating in general and showing their 
smiles. They were having fun doing math; things 
like this remind us that math can be exciting.”

COLLECTED BY: ANNIE CHENG ‘18

THE BUZZ: If 
you could replace 
confetti with any 
object, but still 
have it function 
as confetti, what 
would it be and 
why?

Photo Credits: MoMath.org

Sour Patch Kids, but only if  I could catch them 
with my mouth and eat them as they fell so 
they wouldn’t hit the floor or other people.
- Mr. Laskowski

Chocolate, so I could eat it. - Max Fischman 
‘15

Money, so we could be rich. 
- Muhib Khan ‘19 & Rafailo Dokic ‘19
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Word from the Real World 
with Samantha Calpo ‘14

As I sit still waiting for my Psychology lecture 
to begin, my professor holds out his hands, 
wiggles his hips and sings, “Now, let’s get this 

show on the road!” How familiar a dance it 
was, as it was the same little movement that 
Jim Napolitano used to do during Math SL.

“When picking your sources, make sure 
there is no bias,” my Writing teach-
er says.  I can almost see Jennifer cring-
ing all the way in BSGE at the sound of that.

“I like to make the answers to quizzes all the same 
letter, and watch students squirm,” my Chemis-
try professor gleefully admits. (No one likes him.

“I am a tutor, an upper year, a friend, and 
a resource. I only want you guys to ex-
ceed in what you do and carry on that self-
lessness to the next generation,” writes 
my Physics tutor in his two-page email.

These are just some of the lines that I constantly 
hear throughout my days as a freshman in college.

My name is Samantha and I am from BSGE’s 
Class of 2014.  I am a current first-year stu-
dent at The Sophie Davis School of Biomedical 
Education (I must have a thing for schools with 
long names), which is part of the City College of 
New York.  Sophie Davis is a seven-year medical 
program that aims to do two things: medically 
serve the underserved communities, and in-
crease the presence of primary care physicians.

For sure a bunch of you have heard from 

many BSGE alum that the first year-ish of 
college will be nothing compared to IB. At 
least, I was told many times that the begin-

ning of college will comparatively be a breeze. 
But I’m here to say: IT’S A LIE. Well, for me.

My experience during first semester was hon-
estly pretty rough. BSGE and IB have really really 
tough curricula, but sometimes you can barely 
try and still manage to get the 4, 5, or even 6, 
am I right?  Maybe at the time it wasn’t easy 
(a.k.a. I wanted to pull my hair out sometimes), 
but, in all cases, higher education shouldn’t 
be easier (especially after “senioritis”)!

Even though BSGE does not rank, people are 
pretty well aware who’s “the best” in the class. 
Well, Sophie is FULL of “the best,” which 
means there can be times when I personally 
feel like I’m lagging behind and - dare I say 
it - sometimes I feel stupid! But it’s really not 
that. It’s just that I’m surrounded by some of 
the smartest 17-23 year olds and being bom-
barded with such demanding expectations.

The one thing that caught me off guard about 
Sophie is that you really cannot float your 
way through it. If  you don’t try your hard-
est, your grades will reflect that - quite un-
like BSGE sometimes - and you will lag be-
hind.  Far too often, my peers and I agree 
that even when we study our hardest, we 
may not necessarily get the A we strive for.

So that leads me to one thing I have learned: 
when you’re first starting off in college, don’t 

be too hard on yourself.  Take some time to re-
ally find out how to adjust to your specific uni-
versity and your different classes.  As with any 
journey, do not compare yourself to others, es-
pecially when you’re surrounded by some of the 
wisest people from all different walks of earth.

Now into my second semester, I have learned 
how to study more efficiently, but I know 
learning to adjust will continue to be a con-
stant process.  The concept of group study has 
become more inviting to me, and seeking help 
from tutors and peers is definitely less daunt-
ing.  In fact, all of the above is encouraged in 
Sophie.  I am also far more interested in my 
classes this semester; it always helps to actu-
ally enjoy what you are studying! My profes-
sors are also a lot more passionate, and many 
actually care about their students’ success...

But I digress! Aside from being in the Sophie 
Davis program, another facet of my college 
identity is that I am a commuter.  I do not 
dorm (CCNY dorm prices are higher than tu-
ition), and I go back home every night.  There 
is a negative stigma about staying in the city 
for college, and many people fear being stuck 
with their parents, not having the stereotypical 
college experience, and being bored.  Honestly, 
it is true sometimes.  When I see pictures, see 
videos, or hear of other BSGE alum who went 
away for college, a lot of the time they’re par-
tying or going out to eat or joining x, y, and z 
clubs, and doing so many “fun” things, so I get 
kind of jealous! With Sophie schedules (they’re 
mainly preset), you really have to hone in on 
your time management skills (BSGE’s “motto”).

However, I don’t get discouraged.  I force my-
self to (try to) do my work early in the week 
so that I can leave my Thursdays, Fridays, and 
weekends to hang out with the Filipino Club 
I’ve joined, spend time with the Sophie Da-
vis Biograph newspaper staff (The Bacc Rag 
functions more smoothly than the Biograph, 
if  you can believe that), go out to eat with 
my friends or family, or squeeze in a much-
needed nap.  Or, more realistically, work at my 
job all weekend. (Come to Elmhurst on week-
ends for 25% off your Chatime bubble tea!)

Anyway, staying at home for college is only bor-
ing if  you make it so.  If  you do what you have 
to, academically, none of you should have any 
problem joining a sorority or fraternity, going 
to college parties (trust me, they happen all the 
time), or doing whatever else it is that people 
deem essential to “the college experience.”

You have to work hard to get to your goal - and 
college is a tough process, don’t get me wrong, 
but “all work and no play” shouldn’t be any-
one’s motto.  Inspiration to work harder, ex-
cel, and remain happy can and will come from 
anywhere.  For me, it came from my Physics 
tutor and a Sophie alum who works in Family 
Medicine now.  If  you take learn one thing from 
what I have written, it should be that my ad-
vice is: work hard first, then play hard, kiddos.
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Teacher of the Month: 
Darlene Bullock

Where did you grow up?

I grew up in Brooklyn, down on 19th street 
in the lower portion of South Brooklyn. It was 
good, because I grew up around all my fam-
ily, my mother’s side of the family primarily. 
I grew up with six brothers and sisters, so it 
was a lot of fun.

Where did you go to college?

Pick one! I went to St. Francis College. I went 
to, for about three years, Long Island College 
Hospital for Nursing. I also completed my 
Master’s degree at St. John’s University, and I 
attended Queens College for my administra-
tive license and degree.

Why did you decide to become a history 
teacher?

Well, I’ve always loved history, and I worked 
for American Express for 19 years, as an 
employee and then eventually as an adminis-
trator. And then I got bored with it, because 
I knew it well, and I decided I’d like to teach, 
because I used to teach some of the people in 
my company. So I decided to leave American 
Express and go back to school to become a 
teacher. I really enjoy it.

Where did you teach before BSGE?

Well, I’ve taught in several different environ-
ments. I taught, as I said, at the company, as 
a trainer, and I also taught at Catholic school: 
Bishop Ford High School in Brooklyn. I taught 
science there, based on my nursing license. 
I’m an LPN (Licensed Practical Nurse). I then 
worked at Newtown High School for ten years 
as a social studies teacher. And from there I 

became an AP for three years at Martin Van 
Buren, and now I find myself here at BSGE, 
which I love, by the way.

What’s your favorite thing about working at 
BSGE?

My favorite thing is… I love the kids, of 
course, but that goes across the 
board, I always love the kids. 
But here, specifically, I just 
feel like I’m among my natu-
ral peers, because we have the 
same type of work ethic. We 
all work hard, and we all love 
working hard to give the kids 
the best education they can get. 
It just feels very comfortable, 
like being at home. I can work 
at my leisure, and everyone else 
is working just as hard.
What makes BSGE different 
from other schools?

It’s smaller, I always worked in 
very large high schools. I like 
the smaller community, and the 
kids, everybody knows every-
body, and I think that’s a good 
way to improve their educa-
tion. Teachers know each other 
personally enough to head off 
any possible situations, where 
students might be faltering. We 
can pull together and try to help 
that student as a team instead of 
as an individual teacher.

Although you don’t teach IB, what do you 
think of the IB program?

I think it’s brilliant. I did interview for an IB 
school out on Long Island years ago. I learned 
alot about IB back there, to prepare for the in-
terview. I think it’s a very rewarding diploma 
because it opens you up to universities across 
the world who accept that particular curricu-
lum. It’s not just one New York State curricu-
lum, it’s open to so many global perspectives 
and ideas, and I like that a lot.

What’s your favorite grade to teach and why?

My favorite grade is either 9th and 10th be-
cause I like to teach global. I thought I would 
end up teaching U.S. History but I now find 
it’s the opposite; I really do enjoy teaching 
global studies.

What is your favorite topic to teach?

World religions and philosophies. My main 
education at St. John’s was primarily on gov-
ernment theory, and I would go all the way 
back to Machiavelli. I like that portion where 
we begin to get into the political, philosophi-
cal questions.

What’s one thing students do in your class 

that you hate?

Bathrooms. There’s always a long line to go to 
the bathroom. That’s the only thing. Other-
wise, teenagers are teenagers. There’s nothing 
I really hate. I don’t like when they don’t get 
involved with the information, though. When 
you get involved and interested in the work, it 
stays with you.

What are some of your hobbies?

I haven’t had any recently. I love to go antiqu-
ing. I love watching shows on how to decorate 
your house, those are great.
What’s your favorite type of food?

Mexican. My mother was Italian, my father 
Scottish and Irish. I grew up primarily with 
my mother’s family, and I love to cook Italian. 
But I love to eat hot, spicy food like Mexican 
food.

Any pets?

Not at this moment. I would love to have a 
dog.

If  you were stuck on a desert island, what 
three things would you bring with you?

I would love to bring Hugh Jackman, a soda 
fountain, and some good books.

Favorite movie and favorite book?

My favorite movie is 1776, a musical about 
the American Revolution. My favorite books 
are To Kill a Mockingbird and Who Moved 
My Cheese, which is a fun book.

If  you could go anywhere on Spring Break 
where would it be?

Scotland. I would love to go to Scotland. It’s 
the country of my paternal grandmother’s 
family.

Describe yourself in high school!

I was a bit of a nerd. I hung around with the 
smart kids. Although I wasn’t that smart, they 
were. All the brainy kids. I was a bit of a dork, 
absolutely.

Was history your favorite class?

Actually, science was my favorite back then. 
History was a close second, but it was science 
without a doubt.

If  you could give one piece of advice to the 
average BSGE student, what would it be?

Never give up. No matter what you do, no 
matter how hard it seems, just don’t give up. 
There’s always a way to break through.

Photo Credit: Maya Juman ‘16

MAYA JUMAN ‘16
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Legal Outreach Help-
ing One Kid At A Time

TAHMID ASIF ‘18
Many BSGE students have passed by the curi-
ous neighboring building to BSGE, with its yel-
low stripes on the outside and sleek design. 
But most are unaware of what inhabits this 
building, besides anxious BSGE Seniors tak-
ing their exams on a few days every May. This 
building is home to a Legal Outreach program, 
an educational and enriching program that 
some of the BSGE student body participate in.

The Summer Legal Outreach program (SLI) 
prepares kids from underserved communities 
in New York City to participate in higher educa-
tion programs. They teach kids how to develop 
skills for the real world and build confidence. 
This program starts from the summer before 
8th grade to the end of the 12th grade. Students 
attend this program during the summer and af-
ter school to work on their communication and 
life skills. College Bound’s help in boosting self 
confidence appeals to a wide range of students, 

even those that are not very interested in law. 
Legal Outreach has two programs, SLI and Col-
lege Bound. If  a student joins SLI, he or she is 
automatically eligible for College Bound. All the 
students in College Bound get accepted to the 
top 50 universities such as Harvard, Yale, Co-
lumbia, Cornell and other selective universities.

However, this year many students quit this pro-
gram because of how challenging and rigorous 
it was. This being the case, the Legal Outreach 
Program decided to take only ten students this 
year because of the number of dropouts. An ap-
plicant from our school, Yashna Ahmed 18’ says 
“this program will help encourage me and will 
successfully help me become a great speaker.” 
Also, since this 4 year program includes intern-
ships outside of  Legal Outreach, she says “it will 
help me achieve good character and educate 
and further aid me in pursuing things I love.”

This program is designed for committed and 
determined students to compete with others for 
a chance to attend a prestigious Ivy-League col-
lege. An experienced student, Kohen Rahman 
‘18, who went to SLI, which is the program be-
fore College Bound, says that “I wanted to do 
this program because I thought it would be a 
way to develop  better communication skills 
and help me be a better public speaker.” He 
explained, “I found criminal law to be inter-
esting and wanted to learn more about it. SLI 
had taught my peers and I in a unique way, 
because we did a lot of hands-on activities in-
cluding a mock tutorial in front of a real judge 
in an actual courthouse.” Rahman continued, 
“I didn’t know about College Bound at first but 
that was also another perk. It’s a great pro-
gram that pushes the bar for all students with 
help in school, writing classes, as well as sum-
mer activities such as internships at law firms.”

Photo Credit: legaloutreach.org

The Famous 
History Behind 
Kaufman 
Studios

RAHID MAZUMDER ‘18

Did you know that some of your favorite movies, 
tv shows and animations  have been made less 
than 3 blocks away from school? That celebrities 
like Will Smith, Jeremy Renner, the Smurfs and 
the cast of Sesame Street live and act and have 
traveled here to make movies? Well, Kaufman 
Studios has done it, all behind that dark tanned 
mysterious and historic building which hous-
es the sets of multi-million dollar movies.

Kaufman is one of the most sophisticated movie 
and television show production centers in New 
York. It has 8 massive stages, including their 
new backlot, making Kaufman the only outdoor 
staging facility in NY. Every year each stage is 
dedicated to a different show or movie that will 
be produced over time. It has been producing 

as far back as 1977 and has 
produced a number of fa-
mous TV shows and mov-
ies. This includes Sesame 
Street starting from as far 
back as 1992, The origi-
nal Cosby Show (1987 to 
2000), Law and Order, and 
Trials By Jury (2004-2005).

More modern TV shows in-
clude Nurse Jackie, Sesame 

Street, Elmo’s World, Orange is the New Black 
and State of Affairs. Famous movies filmed there 
have been The Amazing Spiderman 3 (2007), 
The Bourne Ultimatum (2007), The Smurfs in 
3D (2011),The Bourne Legacy (2011),  Men 
in Black 3 (2012), The Secret Life of Walter 
Mitty (2012), and Hostages (2012). Some BSGE 
alumni were actually able to meet and get Will 
Smith’s autograph during the Men in Black 3 
production, while they were students at BSGE.

If  listening to all this talk of famous movies 
and TV shows makes you really interested in 
Kaufman movies then you should head over 
to the Museum of Moving Image on 35th Av-
enue - just a block away! Kaufman transports 
famous stage props and objects from their 
movies and TV shows to be put on display in 
the museum. Also admission is only $9 with 
a student ID. How much better could it be!

Photo Credit: Brownstoner Queens
 Photo of Kaufman Studios from 36th Street 
and 35th Avenue. 

“multi-
million 
dollar 
movies”

Personal Projects: 
Fundraiser Edition

JUSTIN HAMLIN ‘17

Two personal projects this year were more 
visible to the school than most. These are 
the fundraising projects, one by Isabelle 
Mah ’17 and the other by Najwa Jamal ’17. 
You might have seen ads for different kinds 
of sales around the school, such as a bur-
rito sale or a Christmas-themed bake sale.

Isabelle raised money for the Wild Bird Fund, 
the only wildlife rehabilitation center in New 
York City, with a goal of $500. She did three 
different fundraisers in school for it, one joint 
sale with Najwa and two burrito sales. Though 
a burrito sale is an odd choice, Isabelle ex-
plained that “it was a fun and creative way to 
raise awareness about my project and fund-
raiser without following the usual norm.” This 
certainly worked, as the three fundraisers made 
$276 for Isabelle total, more than half of the 
way to her goal. The rest and more was made 
up by an online campaign, which, although 
the project itself  has ended, remains open un-
til the end of March for people to donate to, 

and can be found here: https://fundly.com/
lets-help-raise-awareness-about-nyc-birds

Najwa’s personal project is for Services for the 
Underserved, an organization that helps men-
tally challenged homeless people in NYC. She 
chose this organization because she sees many 
homeless people, and those who are mentally 
challenged “have it much harder than a normal 
person would. Some of them can’t talk or ex-
press their emotions.” Her goal was to raise $375 
for them. Her main event was a nail-polishing 
event, which unfortunately was delayed because 
of difficulties finding a good location. Even so, 
her bake sales, both with Isabelle and alone, 
raised a significant amount of money. The one 
with Isabelle made the most money total, but af-
ter splitting the profits, ended up actually being 
less profitable than the sales she did on her own. 
There are many good causes to donate money to, 
and Isabelle and Najwa both came up with cre-
ative ways to raise that money. In a school filled 
with monotonous bake sale after bake sale, both 
of them were able to come with an innovative 
idea for a way to get their fundraisers noticed.

Photo Credit: Isabelle Mah ‘17
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Student Opinions: 
What to Change 
About BSGE
It’s no secret that BSGE has its flaws, like all good 
schools do. Many BSGE students wished that 
we had a gym, auditorium and generally more 
space, feeling that our school now is too cramped 
and lacks many fundamental resources. They 
wished BSGE had more funding so students could 
host more events such as parties or field trips.

“More money towards the school would be 
really great, for it would not only allow us to 
pay for necessities, but would also give BSGE 
the chance to give back to its student body,” 
said Max-Musashi Fischman ‘15. He contin-
ued,  “Softball could get better equipment, se-
niors could receive help in paying for prom, 
and students could have more field trips to 
create a stronger tie to what they’re learning.”

Another student, Samuel Brown ‘18 explained, 
“I feel like even though trips are not a prior-
ity being that this is a high school, it would 
still be a good idea to get the students to have 
a learning experience outside of the class-
room once in a while, like with the trip to the 
Met the ninth grade took with Ms Schwarz 
on January 20th.” He added, “There, we ob-
served galleries to do with art concepts and 
methods we experimented with in class earlier 
in the year. Teachers should look for different 
learning experiences, taking into account and 
advantage of all the museums in New York.”

Many students also want BSGE to reconsider 
the amount of homework assigned each night 
as they found it to be too much, and very un-
predictable. They complained that teachers 
were disorganized when assigning big tests 
and projects because they would have tons of 
tests and major projects within the span of 
one or two (very stressful) weeks. They also 
thought that day-to-day homework was very 
time consuming and believed that if  it was 
less, they could have more time to sleep, relax, 
and study. According to their logic, with more 
sleep these students could have better focus 
and a more overall calmer and happier life.

Although many BSGE students did say that most 
of the teachers were very kind and helpful, they 
also said that certain teachers and staff members 
could be more considerate and understanding. 
But all in all, the response to BSGE’s teachers 
performance was very positive. Students also 
wished that there would be more freedom in 
selection of their classes, such as being able to 
choose whether or not they take yoga or gym. 
They also said this because some grades could 
not choose their elective, whereas many other 
high schools have more options and a great-
er ability to choose for their school schedule.

On the bright side, there was an outstanding 
response when involving the students base. 
Students raved about how warm and wel-
coming the students were across the board, 
saying that that everyone was friendly and 
helpful.  Sean 18’ stated, “I think the people 
who go here are definitely our best feature.”

MARIA RYDING ‘18

Bake Sale Craze at BSGE
YUE ZHUO ‘19

Bake sales.  This once-every-two-month, or 
maybe non-existent treat for most schools are 
pretty common events at BSGE.  Most students 
have taken advantage of these delicious events, 
going into the corridor  in search of a what 
more-than-likely is a tasty snack.  Others, how-
ever, groan in frustration because a) they don’t 
have enough cash b) they want food but don’t 
want to spend cash c) they’re just plain tired of 
the same food items being displayed over and 
over again in these sales d) some other reason.

There are many people who enjoy these bake 
sales, claiming that these dessert items are one 
of the things that they look forward to each day.  

According to Sophia C ‘19, bake sales basically 
equals food, and, well, food is good.  Obviously, 
she has a point.  It’s basically common knowl-
edge that for the most part, cafeteria food plain 
sucks.  If  the bake sale has some partially sub-
stantial food such as donuts, dumplings, fried 
rice, or samosas, many students would be will-
ing to pay the dollar or two instead of eating 
the mystery meat available for lunch that day.  
Even if  students bring in their own lunch, des-
serts such as brownies and carbonated soft 

drinks are 
usually not 
i n cl u d e d .  
Bake sales 
give these 
students a 
chance to 
p u r c h a s e 
drinks and 
d e s s e r t s 
of their 
c h o i c e .

H o w e v e r, 
not ev-
e r y o n e 
views the 
sales as a 

good thing.  Some students, like Sunny J. ‘19, 
think that they cause us to spend too much 
money at once since many bake sales are lit-
erally back to back and then all of the sud-
den, there are none for a long time.  Others, 
like Matthew D. ‘19 are allergic to foods pro-
vided at bake sales and dislike them because 
they can’t eat anything that is being sold.

Bake sales are also claimed to contribute to 
childhood obesity.  Many of the food items 
sold at these events are often fattening and 
contain many calories and are considered 
unhealthy. In 2010, Michelle Obama started 
a program called the “Let’s Move,” for child 
obesity had become such a big problem in the 
US.  This program basically encourages stu-
dents to eat healthily and exercise in order 
to prevent further increase in child obesity.

The First Lady realized that kids in the past 
had gotten a lot more chances to exercise, go-
ing outside to play in the free time they had, 
while kids now choose to spend their free time 

in front of their TV or computer, never going 
outside and moving. According to her, home-
cooked, and therefore healthier, meals were 
made more often in the past, while in the pres-
ent, parents would prefer to place some food 
their children enjoy eating, like frozen pizza or 
burgers, in the oven for a quick ten to twenty 
minutes rather than actually take time to make 
something that their kids may not even like.

To help partially solve this dilemma of healthy 
eating, Mrs. Obama has encouraged schools 
to provide a salad bar with a variety of veg-
etables each day, as well as fresh fruits.  To 
further help the situation, a federal health 
rule was created that allowed infrequent bake 
sales at schools, depending on the limit given 
by each state.  This is basically saying that the 
number of bake sales a school is limited to 
a number given by the state the school is in.

Somehow, BSGE remains unaffected by all this 
commotion going on about bake sale bans.  
However, it probably would be a good idea 
to think about how we could bring healthier 
foods to the bake sale tables that other students 
will eat, for both dessert and for lunch.  Such 
food items may include Caesar salads, fruit 
salads, homemade fruit smoothies, yogurt and 
fruit parfaits, turkey sandwiches with lettuce 
and tomato slices.  Bake sales are a large part 
of the BSGE school community, helping with 
fundraising for events like the senior prom, 
school dances, and sometimes aid other com-
munities in need. So although it may be a little 
unhealthy, overall it very much helps build 
that social community with BSGE and helps 
with fundraising as well. This time, sweets win!

Photo Credit: TomoNews US YouTube

“bake sales 
basically 
equal food, 
and, well, 
food is 
good.”
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On Saturday, January 31, hordes upon hordes 
of prospective seventh graders flooded into 
BSGE in order to take the admissions exam 
that could perhaps be the first step into their 
acceptance in the Baccalaureate School for 
Global Education. The test, which consisted of 
a verbal and a math section, received mixed re-
views from the students who nervously took it.

The children taking the test came from a 
mixed background of public, private and 
parochial schools. The children felt that the 
different schools they came from put them 
at either an advantage or a disadvantage for 
the test. Some students, such as a 6th grad-
er named Kevin, from a public school, said 
that “The majority of the test was taught in 
school.” This made the test easier for him, say-
ing, “The test was fifty-fifty, meaning that… 
some of it was hard but some of it was not. 
The hardest parts were in the ELA when I had 
to answer questions about grammar and also 
I didn’t understand some of the math for-
mulas.” Other children felt that the test was 
very difficult because the content was not 
taught in a private school. A student from a 
yeshiva said that, “For some of the questions, 
I did not know how to go about the questions 
as I didn’t learn them before and had to re-
sort to process of elimination and guessing.”

Interestingly enough, despite BSGE’s high 
standing on almost every high school rank-
ing list, BSGE is not the first choice of many 
students. It has come to the point where stu-
dents have been signing up for the exam and 
simply not actually coming on the day of 
the test. This happened on quite a few occa-
sions and the reasoning behind the students’ 
“ditching” was that they would rather go to 
Hunter High School, a well regarded, well fi-
nanced high school, if  they could get in, or 
stay in their current honors classes in their 
local middle school. “I’ve been studying non 
stop for the Hunter exam. That has always 
been my dream,” one sixth grade student 
said about why she ended up not taking the 
BSGE exam, despite signing up for it. BSGE, 
with its long commute and small building, 
just was not worth getting up early on a Sat-
urday morning for this anonymous student.

This idea of BSGE being the backup choice is 
common but of course it is not the opinion 
of the entire population who took the exam. 
Some students who were familiar with the IB 
program and BSGE’s extremely rigorous cur-
riculum were passionate and nervous about 
the exam, seeing that BSGE is their first choice.

Despite what ranking BSGE is in the heads 
of these sixth graders, they had all taken 
the exam and a select few just recently re-
ceived invitations to the interview, to which 
they must bring a teacher recommenda-
tion, a copy of the fifth grade report card 
and the most recent fifth grade report card. 
We, as a BSGE family wish them the best of 
luck and hold that one day we can point and 
whisper how cute they are out in the hall.

Views on BSGE’s 
7th Grade Entry 
Exam

ALICE ARONOV ‘18

Avengers: Age of Ultron is a superhero film 
based on the Avengers team from Marvel Com-
ics. The comics are produced by Marvel Studios 
and distributed by Walt Disney Studios Motion 
Pictures. The movie is the sequel to Marvel’s The 
Avengers from 2012 and the eleventh movie 
in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. The movie 
was created and directed by Joss Whedon and 
has a cast that includes Robert Downey, Jr. as 
Iron Man, Chris Hemsworth as Thor, Mark 
Ruffalo as Hulk, Chris Evans as Captain Amer-
ica, Scarlett Johansson as Black Widow, Jeremy 
Renner as Hawkeye (Clint Barton), Aaron Tay-
lor-Johnson as Quicksilver, and Elizabeth Ol-
sen as Scarlet Witch. The movie also has James 
Spader as Ultron, Samuel L. Jackson as Nick 
Fury, Paul Bettany as Vision, Cobie Smulders 
as Maria Hill, Tom Hiddleston as Loki, Stellan 
Skarsgård as Erik Selvig, and Don Cheadle as

C o l o n e l 
James Rhodes. In Avengers: Age of Ultron, the 
Avengers must work together to defeat Ultron, a 
technological enemy wanting human extinction.

After the successful release of the first Aveng-
ers movie in May 2012, the sequel was an-
nounced. By the time Whedon had completed 
the first draft of the script, it was April 2013. In 
June, casting began to take place starting with 
the re-signing of Downey. Some filming started 
in February 2014 in South Africa with princi-
pal photography taking place between March 
and August 2014. The film was mostly shot at 
Shepperton Studios in Surrey, with some scenes 
filmed in Italy, South Korea, Bangladesh, New 
York, and various locations around England.

Matthew Olfindo ‘19, a comic book lover 
said that the trailer “was very ominous and 
looked like a horror film because of how 
the music’s tone was a bit creepy.” He liked 
the villain’s entrance within the trailer, and 
how “it has his deep voice being the narra-
tor that becomes more human as the trailer 
goes on.” Olfindo added, “I’m most excited 
about the X-Men and the Hulk Buster, which 
is something that I’ve been waiting for to be 
revealed sometime. I feel like it’s going to be 
destroyed somehow at the end of the movie.” 
However, the BSGE student also spoke about 
additions to the movie that he was not cra-
zy about. He says, “The love story between 
Hulk and Black Widow. That’s just uhhhh.”

As a pessimist, Olfindo also explained that 
“Captain America’s probably going to die. I 

feel like Captain America or Iron Man are 
going to be killed off since they’ve been 
around for a long time. They’re two of the 
most well known characters in the cin-
ematic universe, so I guess. And with Cap-
tain America’s shield breaking in half and 
Iron Man’s armor always getting destroyed, 
I feel like there’s no coming back for them.”

Going along the lines of Olfindo, Shanizea Hu-
sain ‘19 said that “Clintasha is real” and that 
“no one likes the Hulk and Black Widow to-
gether because that’s gross. They’re not meant 
for each other and that was a pretty bad way of 
introducing it to us so I don’t ship it,” referring to 
the love story between Hulk and Black Widow, 
versus Clintasha, Hawk Eye and Black Widow.

Andrew Park ‘19 said that what he’s excited 
for is the possible end cred-
its where “Stan Lee acts as a 
janitor and he walks in and 
he lifts Thor’s hammer and 
sweeps under it. It’s great.”

The BSGE 8th grader also said 
that what he enjoys about 
Marvel the most is “the car-
toonesque, light hearted as-
pect that hits so close to home 
on the comics. The new Aveng-
ers movie looks great because 

the costumes are nearly identical to the way 
they are perceived on paper.” He continues, 
“The trailers and posters indicate that they will 
be bringing the new Hulk buster armor into the 
new Marvel Universe, which is very awesome. 
It’s one of the first movies to introduce the 
third phase of the Marvel Cinematic Universe.”

Park discussed his analysis of the movie fur-
ther, stating that it “is a good way to com-
bine two different aspects of the Marvel 
Universe on film. They have the X-Men, the 
mutants, then they have the Avengers and 
you know combining them is a good idea. 
And they added Spider Man to the Marvel 
Cinematic Universe, so he might show up.”

Helen Tran ‘20 took a new idea for why she’s 
excited for the movie. “I think this movie 
will be interesting because of the fact that 
Ultron was created by Tony Stark. He want-
ed to create Ultron for good purposes but it 
ended up being the antagonist in the story.”

Tran also stated what she would not be looking 
forward to in the new Avengers movie. “What 
I kind of didn’t like was the fact that this is 
a movie where the enemy is technology that 
was made for good but ended up attempting 
to dominate the world, which is a bit cliche.”

Avengers: Age of Ultron will be released on May 
1, 2015 in North America, in 3D and IMAX 
3D. Two more sequels, Avengers: Infinity War 
Part 1 and Avengers: Infinity War Part 2, will 
be released on May 4, 2018 and May 3, 2019.

Avengers: Age of 
Ultron Preview

ALEXANDRA CALPO ‘18

Photo Credits: MTV.com
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Watching with 
the Anime Club!

MOSHAN GUO ‘17
The Anime Club is an after-school club at 
BSGE that provides entertainment for stu-
dents who are fans of anime. For those of you 
who don’t know what anime is, it is an ab-
breviation for Japanese animated films that 
show stories of a variety of different types 
and genres. These genres include Action, Ad-
venture, Comedy, Drama, Fantasy, Romance, 
or Horror. Anime often comes in series of 
multiple episodes, usually ranging from 10 
to 20. But when it comes to mainstream an-
ime, the number of episodes can reach all 
the way to above hundreds or even to thou-
sands. Depending on which type of anime 
you like, your viewing experiences may vary.

The Anime Club, comprised mostly of ju-
niors and seniors, has been running since the 
2013-2014 school year. During club meeting 
hours in the Conference Room, students get to 
watch and discuss their favorite anime while 
eating and drinking their favorite snacks and 
soda. Every week, a different anime is shown 
in order to vary the experience for club mem-
bers and expose them to new genres of an-
ime. The anime that the group watches in-
clude Psycho Pass, Parasyte, Death Billiards, 
and Deadman Wonderland. Each club meet-
ing lasts for only 30 minutes, from 2:30 p.m. 
to 3:00 p.m. on Fridays after school. This 
student-run club was established by seniors 
Nick Tan ‘15 and Omar Nasr 15’ and super-
vised by Ms. Johnson. “At the present, I think 
it’s a wonderful group of close-knit friends. 
We all have a friendly relationship that car-
ries out of anime club. Some of us even go 
out to continue to talk about anime and other 
things after school ends on Friday,” said one 
member. Anime Club is currently still recruit-
ing members from all over the school. If  you 
are an avid anime follower, you should defi-
nitely join the club and pursue your interests!

Mystery of the 
Girls Bath-
room Door

MAYA GIARDINA ‘20

Most BSGE girls of all grades have probably no-
ticed that the bathroom door on the third floor 
was replaced with a wooden door last month. 
Many thought such a sudden replacement was 
strange and didn’t know the reason, but have 
assumed that the old door wasn’t stable enough.

“It’s strange, but I have no idea why,” one 
senior said with a shrug of her shoul-
ders. “I guess it was the janitors. Maybe the 
old door was falling off its hinges and they 
thought it was a safety hazard. I don’t know, 
but I don’t think Ms. Johnson does either.”

The students interviewed all agreed that they 
don’t know why the door was replaced with 
a wooden one, but it is definitely strange. “I 
actually haven’t noticed it, no.” states one 
anonymous girl. “I’ve been in too much of 
a rush. That sounds kind of weird, though, 
and I don’t know why they did it.” When 
asked, another student, Rachel Z ‘20, said 
“Nope. I don’t know why. Does anyone?”

The questions were brought to the school’s 
custodian, who did happen to have the an-
swer. “The bathroom door was replaced 
because the hinges were broken,” Dar-
nell said, gesturing towards the older 
door leaning against the wall of his office. 
“We thought it was better to replace it.”

It’s not unusual that construction needs to 
be done in a school building, especially one 
with as many students as BSGE. It’s reason-
able to assume that with all of the students 
going in and out every day, the door’s hinges 
became unsafe for the students to keep us-
ing. Since BSGE houses many grades and 
many students for such a small school, the 
door eventually coming undone is not com-
pletely unexpected. Many schools in New 
York City undergo construction every year, 
and BSGE is no exception. Fortunately, not 
only is the new door stable enough, but 
now students know why it was replaced.

Knicks: Setting 
Records

LUKE MAXWELL ‘18
The Knicks? Setting records? Most basketball 
fans are well aware of the Knicks’ inability 
to win games and rise through NBA stand-
ings. So how are they setting records? The 
Knicks have set a team record for most con-
secutive losses. Outdoing their previous 12 
loss streak in 1984-85, the Knicks suffered 
their 13th loss recently to the Wizards. Al-
though this was just a small part of the NBA 
season, it is still quite clear that the Knicks 
are unable to secure any significant amount 
of wins. Many Knicks fans wonder how this 
could possibly be happening with their cur-
rent roster. But analysis from different ex-
perts as well as stats, attribute the Knicks’ lack 
of success to major flaws in their defense.

Another one of the Knicks most damaging at-
tributes include their abysmal free throw stats. 
Their current 18.8 and previously 15.4 free 
throw attempts (FTA) average per game nears 
some of the worst averages in NBA history. 
Coach Derek Fisher comments on his teams’ 
lackluster FTA average by saying, “If  we can 
do a better job of defending without fouling, 
which would put us into the open floor more, 
into more transition situations, now we can 
get some guys that are really good for us in 
those moments to the front of the basket. And 
also just as they get more comfortable under-
standing within the offense where the oppor-
tunities are to attack and get downhill and be 
aggressive as opposed to thinking, ‘OK, let’s 
just stay in the offense.’” He is clearly singling 
out the Knicks defense as their main setback, 
linking it to fatal offensive problems as well.

The problems that plague the Knicks not 
only stop at the free throws, but the Knicks 
are frequently losing because they are sim-
ply giving up too many points. The average 
points scored against the Knicks from point 
guards, to shooting guards, are too high to be 
matched by the Knicks offense. When it comes 
down to it, the Knicks are usually offering the 
other team easy points with their lack of de-
fense in situations that could have been easily 
covered with a more organized and capable 
defense. This then generates losses that the 
Knicks are now accustomed to accumulating.

The reasons for the Knicks’ pathetic perfor-
mances can definitely and easily be debated. 
But even the most dedicated fans can agree 
that they simply have a lot of problems, from 
defense to offense, to management, and strat-
egy, and it just keeps going. But the most 
unanimous opinion amongst all Knick fans is 
that the Knicks’ frightening showings, which 
are forcing their beloved community to lit-
erally wear bags over their heads in shame 
during their games is simply unaccept-
able, and that a change is in great demand.
However, in spite of these awful stats and av-
erages, there seems to be a thin silver lining. 
This season, the mistakes and dramatic shifts 
made within the team, mainly done for exper-
imental purposes would ultimately strengthen 
the team as a whole. Another up-side to the 
Knicks’ horrible season is their first round 
draft picks for the upcoming NBA season. 
So although the Knicks succeeded in letting 
themselves, and their fans down, there still 
seems to be a light at the end of the tunnel.

Running Club: The 
Journey to 5K

GARETT TAUB’18
This year, BSGE was newly introduced to its 
own running club, which was started by 9th 
grader Kohen Rahman ‘18 and Timothy Da-
vid-Lang, BSGE’s guidance counselor who 
also enjoys running and has participated in 
several marathons in recent years. Rahman 
wished to start the club because running is 
a “a great way to let go with all the school-
work we get in BSGE.” Mr. David-Lang real-
ized that participating in the club would be 
a fun opportunity to help students learn how 
to run and also to help prepare for a race in 
May.  Mr. David-Lang’s goal for the club is for 
them to be able to run a 5k, which is approxi-
mately 3.1 miles. In order for the members to 
accomplish this goal, Mr. David-Lang formu-
lated a plan that would gradually increase the 
amount of activity over a 10 week period. The 
Running Club meets twice a week, stretching 
in the cafeteria before taking a jog through the 
streets of Astoria. Students as well as faculty 
members are still able to join the club at any 
time and can also follow the scheduled pro-
gram advised by Mr. David-Lang if  they don’t 
have the time to participate with the club.
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The First Year at BSGE
ANOKHA VENUGOPAL ‘19

Virge Ramos and Peter Wilson were almost 
laid off during the first year of BSGE’s ex-
istence. And, students in the first year were 
promised laptops if  they came to the school.

The Baccalaureate School of Global Educa-
tion has travelled a long way since 2002. 
The first year of BSGE had to share its space 
with Robert F. Wagner Secondary School 
for Arts and Technology, and only had a sev-
enth and ninth grade. There were a meager 
50-55 students in the seventh grade com-
pared to around 80 students now, 60-65 stu-
dents in the ninth grade, and only 11 teachers.

“The overwhelming majority of the stu-
dent population was from Queens; students 
of color from working class backgrounds,” 
said Ms. Karina Hurtado, an alum from the 
first year of BSGE. “We were referred to as 
‘guinea pigs’ for  a groundbreaking new ap-
proach to the way NYC did education.”

The principal at the time, Bill Stroud, con-
vinced students to join this new and ground-
breaking school by saying “you just need 
to prove that you WANT to be here, that you 
want to get a good education. Take the test 
and you’re in,” recalled Ms. Hurtado. How-
ever, the school went the extra mile by prom-
ising students free laptops if  they joined the 
first year. Yet, those laptops were never given.

The BSGE division of Wagner High School, 
which is a little over a mile away from our 
current building, used to be a warehouse, 
and had only four classrooms. The cafeteria 
served as yet another classroom, but it was a 
noisy place to learn. If  a truck were to load 
outside of the school, the rumblings of this 
truck would be heard for the rest of the day.

BSGE’s English teacher. Ms. Kumar, has 
taught in BSGE since the very beginning. 
She described the “excitement in start-
ing something new with a group of people.”

This group included Ms. Shen, Peter Wilson, and 
Shantanu Saha. Ms. Kumar said that one thing 
she doesn’t miss is “having to do everything 
ourselves.” Doing everything meant everything 
- teachers were expected to order books, estab-
lish curriculum, while also creating an ideal 
environment for students to thrive in. Thank-
fully, now there a few more teachers that can 
help with so many tasks. In 2002, there were 
only ten or twelve who shared the burden of 

managing all things BSGE. Now, there are thirty 
or so teachers to manage the 450 students cur-
rently at the school. Ms. Kumar said she missed 
“friendships with people who left the build-

ing”, and “having their pres-
ence here...that’s what I miss.”

However, another aspect that 
Ms. Kumar did not miss was 
sharing space with another 
school. Ironically, she’s still shar-
ing space with some teachers. 
One example of the little space 
teachers had to work with was 
Ms. Shen’s classroom. She had 
to fit 20-25 students in a class-
room the size of a walk-in clos-
et or the library’s lounge area.

Many of our school traditions 
now come from that first year. 
Even in 2002, the student body 

was incredibly diverse, meaning it took some 
time for everyone in the school to get along. It was 
very hard for the 9th graders and 7th graders 
to get along, given each student’s clashing back-
grounds. Ms. Hurtado said, “People were coming 
from different neighborhoods, socio-economic 
backgrounds, expectations for their education 
and themselves, and varying levels of parent en-
gagement.” The school’s art teacher, Tony, and 
its history teacher, Linda, attempted to buddy 
up the students together. This plan took a while 
to work, but eventually things fell into place.

Additionally, now it is much harder to organize 
school clubs because of budgeting and school 
hours, but Ms. Hurtado remembered that 
“students would have ideas for the school and 
they would could run up to the principal’s of-
fice either individually or in a group and the 
response would be: ‘Sounds great! Write me a 
proposal.’” Even our Day of Silence held for 
LGBTQ students was an event back then. Sev-
eral parents raised concerns, but Ms. Hurtado 
said that “we were lucky enough to have fac-
ulty who outright called out the parent’s re-
marks as homophobic and disappointing, 
among them: Peter Wilson and Connie You.”

Ms. Hurtado commented that one of the great 
things about the teaching at BSGE was how 
they treated the children like adults. She said 
that when “George Bush Jr. was re-elected 
despite the widespread unpopularity of the 
War on Iraq, the principal sent out a memo 
for us to discuss during advising period re-
garding the importance of voting and civic 
participation: The debate was heated”. Now 
there may not be as many debates, but there 
are a lot of bake sales. Perhaps here’s where 
they came from, as Ms. Hurtado narrated:

“Apart from debating we were also expected to 
get involved. The next day after the Tsunami hit 
Sri Lanka or when a devastating hurricane hit 
Haiti, the Helping Hands Committee was collect-
ing canned goods, coats, medical supplies from 
every single advisory in the school. Among oth-
er efforts were fundraisers to clear landmines, 
support child victims of human trafficking, etc.”

Another teacher that has been here 
since the first year of this school, cur-
rent technology teacher Shantanu Saha, 

gave his thoughts on the origins of BSGE. 

“That first year was very intense. The teach-
ers and students developed a special bond, 
through our mutual hardships and grow-
ing pains in trying to teach and learn in a bad 
physical situation. Due to our cramped quar-
ters we had to figure out creative ways to do 
things. For instance, when we had gym class we 
appropriated Wagner’s hallways as a warm-
up track, and I told students to run three laps 
around the track at the beginning of gym class 
(yes, I was the gym teacher that first year!)”

The situation in Wagner was only supposed 
to be temporary, but construction of the cur-
rent building that BSGE is located in was go-
ing slowly, meaning that instead of opening in 
the summer of 2003, the school would poten-
tially open in the summer of 2004. Shantanu, 
his fellow colleagues, and parents continued 
to pressure the landlord of the new building 
and the School Construction Authority to fin-
ish renovating the building, so that they could 
move in. Finally, in 2003, the building was 
ready. But this didn’t mean everything was per-
fect. There was no working elevator or heat-
ing/cooling system. Since the elevator did not 
work, teachers had to move computer carts up 
the stairs to position them on each floor. Now, 
when students complain about how hard it is to 
move the computer carts, Shantanu just laughs.

On top of these hardships, the school was fac-
ing massive budget cuts, as we are now. Ms. 
Hurtado stated that in the first year, the school’s 
own beloved Virge and Peter were laid off 
temporarily because of budget cuts that were 
caused by the billion dollar budget deficit in 
2003.  In these budget cuts, instead of laying 
off teachers, the Department of Education de-
cided to lay off school aides, such as Virge and 
Peter. However, after a few months, the budgets 
were reinstated, giving back Virge and Peter 
their jobs. In response to the budget cuts, many 
infuriated students got together and wrote a let-
ters to have the budgets restored. They were in-
spired by Michael Moore, a director of a mov-
ie that they had seen in Peter’s human rights 
class, called “Bowling for Columbine.” This 
goes to show just how valued the two men are. 

By the end of the second year things were 
better. The school took on a life that is pret-
ty similar to BSGE’s  now, with the excep-
tion of the students and teachers.  But Shan-
tanu hears from alumni from that time 
(many of them are Facebook friends) and 
they remember their experiences fondly.

Finally, Ms. Hurtado reminisced: 
“Lily, the first chinese teacher we ever had, 
use to say: ‘This class is going to change the 
world.’ And we believed it, because it seemed 
like our teachers believed it also. It was clear 
not only in how they taught us, but how they 
treated us, the importance they gave to their 
time with us inside and outside the classroom. 
We were taught not only to think critically, but 
that we- immigrants, children of immigrants, 
working class kids of color- were to act boldly 
and change the world. At the time we rolled our 
eyes, joked about the adult’s overdramatic sen-
timentality- but I look around at my peers from 
that graduating class and I see the effect it had.”

Photo Credit: Mr. Lakhaney
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Each year the very same process occurs be-
ginning in January and ending in late June 
when passerbys hover around the blue bul-
letin board that inhabits the lobby. The list of 
seniors and their accompanying college accep-
tances, paired with the amount of financial aid 
they received from each university are stapled 
on the wall so that students, staff, parents and 
virtually anyone walking into BSGE can see and 
comment. These displayed words and num-
bers are frequently met with either admiring 
acclaims, “Wow, she got into Stanford AND 
Columbia!” or critical remarks such as, “This 
person only got into CUNYs… This person 
didn’t receive any money from this school…” 

Overall, it creates an uncomfortable environ-
ment which was not intended when the idea 
of posting seniors’ acceptances on the wall was 

born. The purpose of the college board was to 
acknowledge and congratulate Seniors on all 
the amazing schools they were gaining accep-
tance to, and to show how much money they 
received to attend these schools – an especially 
important factor in our current economy. It 
was a way to bring positive light to BSGE, and 
also a way for prospective students and par-
ents to get an idea of what kind of schools 
BSGE’s seniors were gaining acceptance to. 

But as most ideas with good intentions evolve, 
this board has received such negative con-
notations that many Seniors experience 
discomfort at the thought of having their 
name and college acceptances on the board. 

Joleyne Herrera ’15 commented, “I don’t like it. 
I’m a private person so having my college accep-
tances and aid awarded plastered on the walls 
makes me feel uncomfortable. But I do like see-
ing where other people have gotten accepted to.” 

Another Senior, Briana Spariosu ’15, shared the 
same opinion and explained, “I mean I guess 

it’s good in the sense that the board is able to 
show our accomplishments. I’m sure every-
one is proud of the schools they’ve gotten into, 
and it’s great for sharing amongst the seniors.” 
She continued, “But I feel this is just a way for 
the underclassmen and teachers to judge us, 
which is really frustrating because they only 
see the end result and not all the steps it took 
to get into these schools and not into others.” 

Other Seniors disagree and view the col-
lege board in a more optimistic way. 

 “It’s obviously controversial but I think that in an 
environment as supportive as ours, it’s more of 
a way for all students to celebrate their achieve-
ments rather than a form of competition. How-
ever, if  a student doesn’t want their name and 
schools published, that should certainly be an op-

tion,” said Joe Kates ’15, another BSGE Senior. 

Nahin Ferdousi, who was one of the first 
names to go up on the board, also gave her 
opinion on the subject. “I’ve always dreamt of 
being on that board since 7th grade, for it re-
minds me that all of us are going places, some-
thing that you can’t really see in a lot of other 
high schools. Of course there’s competition, 
that’s natural, but we should all be proud of 
ourselves because we’re going to college.” 

When looking at the board, viewers should 
be advised of a few things to remember be-
fore making a snarky remark. For one, each 
student has his or her own very personal list 
of prospective colleges that matched hope-
ful majors, preferred college settings and 
size, accessibility to home, and other fac-
tors. So just because a certain type of school 
is not on a senior’s list of acceptances, does 
not mean he or she was rejected, but per-
haps means that that student never applied. 

Secondly, the amount of aid awarded is com-
monly granted for merit, but is many times 
granted for financial need. Students with a 
greater need for monetary assistance are more 
likely to receive aid, so comparing students and 
trying to find who received the most money 
should not be a method of personal critique. 

Lastly, many universities and schools on the 
board are easily recognized, whereas other 
schools may be more unknown. However, the 
prestige and fame of a school does not deter-
mine the value of the school, nor does it as-
sess the level of intelligence of that student. 

These are a few of many factors to think 
about when looking at the college bulletin 
board in the lobby. It is important to remem-
ber and appreciate the bravery of these stu-
dents for displaying their college acceptanc-
es, but also their hard work and focus for 
being admitted to these wonderful schools. 

Know Before You Judge: 
BSGE’s College 
Acceptance Board 

LYDIA STETSON ‘15

“I feel this is just 
a way for the 
underclassmen 
and teachers to 
judge us, which 
is really 
frustrating”
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Fewer Students in 
BSGE: What does 
that mean?

ALLEN WANG ‘20
Two years ago, there were 109 students in the 
BSGE seventh grade. Now there are 85. Does 
that mean that BSGE’s graduating class sizes 
are getting smaller each year? Is our reputa-
tion suffering? This is what some people think 
when they hear these numbers. It seems like it, 
but the truth is much more straightforward.

In the 2011-2012, and 2012-2013 school years, 
there were four streams of 7th graders which 
allowed for a much bigger overall number: 99 
and 109 respectively. For the last two years there 
have only been three streams which accounts 

for the smaller number. During those years 
with four 7th grade streams, there were only 2 
streams of 11th and then 12th grade to ensure 
that there were enough rooms for all the classes. 

One student, Katia B. ‘20 said, “the amount of 
students admitted each year should not affect 
how we think about the school’s performance. 
The number of students that are admitted each 
year doesn’t mean that the school is good or bad.”

She then added that “the school community is 
very organized here. The teachers and other 
students are so friendly and supportive for the 
most part. The teachers are willing to provide 
extra help, and my friends are all very amiable. 
You get to learn a lot here, and I really like that.”

Another seventh grader who wished to be kept 
anonymous said, “the students of BSGE are very 
nice and supportive,” and that his opinion of 
BSGE positively changed after just a few days in 

BSGE. However, he can see “why people would 
rather choose other schools compared to BSGE, 
resulting in a smaller amount of students.”

Before coming to the school, the student admit-
ted that if  he got accepted into Hunter, he “would 
have went there instead because of the better 
opportunities there,” but he soon realized that 
“BSGE is just as good, if  not better, than Hunter. 
It is good in another aspect, and I’m glad I came.”

Rashmika B ‘20, who also thinks that the 
number of students in BSGE does not af-
fect its performance, added that “the extra-
curricular activities at BSGE are marvelous, 
as they are run by the students, and are the 
support of teacher. Because the students are 
in charge, I feel as if  there is more freedom 
for the students, and that is very pleasant.”

She later said that she wants to “stay at Bac-
calaureate because although it may not 
have all the funding in the world, it has 
a unique learning experience, different 
from any other school in New York City.”

Furthermore, our guidance counselor Mr. 
David-Lang also agreed that “the number of 
students we let in has to do with the overall 
population of the school, and how many kids 
the principal decides to have in the build-
ing. The number of applications have not 
changed very much.” This can go to show 
that BSGE is actually very challenging and 
academically advanced, as it is becoming 
more selective towards its admission process, 
and how many kids are admitted each year.

So, next time you hear that BSGE has a 
smaller number of students in each grade, 
don’t worry about it too much, because it 
doesn’t affect the school’s performance, 
nor does it affect how the school is run.

BSGE Computer 
Cart Olympics 
Coming Soon!

THE BACC RAG STAFF
BSGE will hold its first annual Computer Cart 
Olympics on Wednesday, April 1st, after school 
at 3pm. Teams will compete in various events to 
evaluate their skills in pushing computer carts 
around the building. There are three different 
events and winners will be crowned for each indi-
vidual event and best overall team performance.

Speed: The first event will be a race that re-
quires students to take a computer cart from 
room 416 to the conference room in the fast-
est time. There will be randomly placed ob-
stacles of 50lb 7th grade backpacks that stu-

dents must avoid. Teams that bump into the 
obstacles or the walls will be disqualified.

Grace: The second event will be a synchronized 
computer cart 
dance event in 
which two teams 
of two students 
have to perform a 
synchronized rou-
tine to ballet mu-
sic in the cafeteria.

Strength: The fi-
nal event will be 
a computer cart 
dead lift in which 

teams have to lift increasingly heavy comput-
er carts weighed down by science textbooks.

The competition is open to students in all 
grades though they have to get their par-
ents to sign a waiver stating the school is not 
responsible for any computer cart injuries.

Sign up forms will be posted outside of room 
316 on April 1st before the competition.

(This article is a joke. If  you didn’t know 
that by now, please see us during one of our 
meetings about a bridge we have for sale. We 
are required to state that this is a joke be-
cause of the April Fools’ fiasco of 2011).

“obstacles of 
50lb 7th grade 
backpacks 
that students 
must avoid.”

“BSGE is actually very chal-
lenging and academically 
advanced, as it is becoming 
more selective towards its 
admissions process” 

Do you want to write, edti 
articles, draw comics, or 
participate in The Bacc Rag? 
Come to our meetings on 
Wednesdays @ 2:20 in Room 
304 with a pen and ideas!

7th grade Students practicing after school
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Microsoft: Making the 
Holo-Deck Portable

ABDULLAH SAYED ‘20
On the 21st of January, a small group of re-
spected geeky journalists met up at the Microsoft 
visiting center in Redmond, Washington. They 
would soon be among the first to experience the 
Augmented Reality Microsoft has in store for us.
Everyone expected the press event to be about 
Windows 10 and how it would change all 
of Microsoft’s other major products. No-
body thought that Microsoft would re-
veal a new device; a device with the poten-
tial to revolutionize technology as we know 
it. This device is called the Hololens and it 
has been in secret development for 7 years.

The Microsoft Hololens is an augmented reality-
computing device. The device resembles ski gog-
gles, with a big dark visor, and a dark band. The 
screen creates images that convince the wearer 
that all kinds of things are appearing in front 
of him. Like a computer, the Hololens can run 
several different applications. In fact it is a com-

p u t -
er, and completely self-contained as well; 
it is not a kind of Bluetooth device. How-
ever, it has the potential to do so much more.

The Hololens tricks your brain into thinking 
that a virtual world is appearing in front of 
you, but synced with your real surroundings.

Sound simple? Well, it’s not. Microsoft’s de-
velopers needed to come up with a whole new 
way of working with light. They needed to “lit-
erally smack up against some of the laws of 
physics on what we can and cannot do with 
light,” as a Microsoft Representative put it, in 
a video featured at the press event. They also 
developed a whole new semi-processing unit.

It’s called the Holographic processing unit (HPU), 
a semi-processor that processes terabytes of data 
from multiple advanced sensors and cameras. 
HPU creates a 3-D model of your surroundings. 
It also keeps track of your hand movements, 
gesture and gaze. This allows you to control and 
interact with your virtual world. Not only that, 
but you can interact with a real world object, 
using a virtual object, like a hammer, or axe.

Even with just your gaze, you can open Netflix, 
or play Minecraft. That is one of the biggest fea-

tures of the Hololens. Your “virtual world blends 
in with your real world.” You can build a house 
on your living room floor, or blow up the wall 
in your dining room with TNT, or destroy the 
toilet in the bathroom with a pickaxe. Instead of 
getting a TV, just open up the TV application on 
the Hololens, and make the TV whatever size or 
shape you want. This TV can be placed anywhere.

Talk with your cousin in Egypt while walking to 
work, with no need to hold onto a device; just 
look up at the rectangle in mid-air with your 
cousin’s smiling face in it. Walk on the surface 
of Mars, or visit a simulation of the house you 
want to buy. You can do all these things because 
the Hololens makes it seem like they are actu-
ally happening. Imagine the advantages that the 
Hololens could bring to the classroom, where 
everything can be transformed into a white-
board, and you can clean up with the touch of 
an invisible button, draw in mid-air, make vir-

tual apples ap-
pear to teach 
math, and so 
much more.

So where did 
the Hololens 
come from? 
It just seemed 
to pop out of 
the blue. The 
Hololens plat-
form was first 
pitched for a 
similar proj-
ect, the plat-
form that 
would become 
the Xbox Ki-

nect. It was worked on for seven years in com-
plete secrecy, which is a shocker as Microsoft 
is notorious for being a horrible keeper of se-
crets. The Hololens was developed in the Mi-
crosoft visiting centers basement, right under 
the spot where its existence was first revealed.

The biggest problem Microsoft will face when 
it releases the Hololens is whether or not it will 
catch on. Our local techie up on the 4th floor 
gave us his opinion. “Microsoft has a recent 
history of making things that don’t catch on,” 
commented Shantanu. He remarked that “the 
idea is very interesting, but for it to be help-
ful in the educational environment… everyone 
in the class would need to have these glasses.” 
Students, however, were excited to hear about 
the new product. “It looks so real. The holo-
grams almost merge with real objects,” Daniel 
Sahr ‘20 commented. He told us that he thinks 
it “definitely has potential. It is technology any-
where, anyhow, and in any form that you need.”

There’s no doubt that the Hololens has a lot of 
potential, but right now all we can do is wait. 
Microsoft will fill us in on April 29th, when 
its Build developer’s conference begins. How-
ever, after the conference, the wait will not 
be long, as the Hololens is expected to come 
out this year, most likely over the summer.

Photo Credit: www.cnet.com

iPhones 
Cause 
Separation 
Anxiety

HANA MEMISEVIC ‘18
Have you ever felt like you can’t live without your 
phone? Have you ever felt less like yourself when 
you’re grounded and don’t have your phone with 
you? Well, you have a reason to feel this way.

Recent studies at the University of Missouri 
show that being away from your iPhone ac-
tually causes separation anxiety. People were 
put in a room and given a crossword puzzle 
but were told that they could not keep their 
phones with them due to bluetooth inter-
ruptions. The subjects’ heart rates increased 
and so did their blood pressures. After their 
phones were taken away, the subjects experi-
enced symptoms of anxiety and their puzzle 
completion accuracy and speed were very poor.

To further test this, the experimenters called the 
subjects’ phones and saw their reaction. Since 
they could not do anything about the ringing 
phone, they sat there helplessly and felt anxious 
and disturbed. Doctor Russell Clayton, who was 
the leader of the experiment says, “iPhones are 
capable of becoming an extension of ourselves 
such that when separated, we experience a less-
ening of ‘self’ and a negative physiological state.”

People say our generation has become too at-
tached to phones, and this statement may just 
be true. It has come to a point where it is almost 
healthier for people to have their phones at all 
times than to be separated from their phone.

Ben Bagbek ‘18 feels like he could never 
live without his phone. “I rely on it. Every 
bit of entertainment comes from my phone 
and life would be pretty pointless with-
out it” the Freshman says. However in a later 
claim, Bagbek said that he does not feel less 
like himself without his phone, but still ad-
mits to checking his phone every five minutes.

However this phone separation anxiety does 
not stop at iPhones. Those who may have An-
droids, Samsung Galaxies, or other phones will 
also experience this emotional trauma. Eamon 
Kelsall ‘18, a non-iPhone user, says that even 
though he does not have an iPhone he “would 
not be able to live without my phone”. He feels 
as if  his phone is such a big part of him that 
when he’s not with it, he actually does feel less 
like himself and confesses to his mood shift-
ing if  he does not have his phone on hand.

If  you just purchased a smartphone, it is not 
too late to keep yourself from this addiction. 
Spending every second of every day on your 
phone - iPhone or not - can be damaging to 
your mind. Remind yourself that there is no 
need to check your texts, messages or notifi-
cations every moment of your life. Because if  
you do, you might just miss your life passing by.
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Opinion: Eid! Extra 
Day Off! Hooray! (Or, 
Not So Much?)

DALEELAH SALEH ‘19

ABDULLAH SAYED ‘20

A few weeks ago, Mayor de Blasio announced that 
New York City public schools would be closed for 
Eid holidays, starting in the 2015-2016 school 
year. This year, we’ll be having September 26th off.

After years of fighting for this, many Muslims 
across the city rejoiced.  “When these holi-
days are recognized, it’s a sign that Muslims 
have a role in the political and social fabric 
of America,” said Ibrahim Hooper, a spokes-
man for the Council on American-Islamic Re-
lations, the nation’s largest Muslim civil rights 
and advocacy group. This is especially impor-
tant because of the post-9/11 state of mind 
that many people still tend to hold tight to.

What is Eid, anyways?

There are two Eids, both at different times at the 
year and celebrated for different reasons. The 
first is Eid Al-Fitr, celebrated at the end of Rama-
dan, the holiest month of the year for Muslims, 
in which they fast for approximately 30 days in a 
row, from sunrise to sunset each day.  Eid Al-Fitr 
marks the end of the month, being the first day 
out of the past thirty that they’re allowed to eat 
and drink during the day. Muslims start the day 
off by praying, then tend to go join in festivities 

with family 
and friends. 
Depending on 
the culture, 
children may 
also receive 
money and 
or gifts from 
family mem-
bers. The sec-
ond Eid of the 
year, Eid Al-
Adha, is also 
known as “Eid 
Al-K abeer”, 
which trans-

lates into “The Big(ger) Eid”.  It is celebrated 
to honor Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice his 
son in the name of God. Both Eids are celebrated 
very similarly, with the only difference being the 
requirement of meat being a part of the meal at 
some point in the day, in order to recognize the 
sheep that God sent down for Abraham to sacri-
fice, instead of his son. The holidays are never at 
a set date, because they follow a lunar calendar, 
which rotates each year. Generally, they’re around 
11 days earlier than they were the previous year.

This year, both Ramadan and Eid Al-Fitr are in 
the summer, which means we only get one day 
off, for celebrating Eid Al-Adha. Previously, this 
would’ve been a blessing, considering I’d only 
have to miss one (or two, because my parents 
are divorced) days of school in order to celebrate 
my holiday with my family and close friends. 
Last year, for example, my family rented a house 
upstate and we stayed in it during the three days 

allotted for the holiday, and just hung out and 
ate tons of great food. The only issue with this 
was the fact that I not only had to keep up with 
the homework due while I was away, I also had 
to keep up with all the notes and class work that 
I missed. Which therefore made my holiday 
more stressful than light-hearted and enjoyable.

Because of experiences like that, having Eid off 
seems like a win-win situation. Muslim kids no 
longer have to choose between missing school to 
celebrate with their family, and going to school 
but missing out on their holiday and culture. 
And every other kid gets a day off to sleep in and 
do as they wish. Unfortunately, Islamophobia is 
still a thing, which means that a lot of people are 
strongly against the idea of giving kids in school 
a day off to celebrate the “terrorist’s” religion. 
One person in a New York Times comment 
thread even went so far as to compare having 
Eid off to having a holiday to celebrate 9/11. 
It was also brought up that if  Muslims, a mere 
10 percent of the population, got their holiday 
off, people of other faiths should do the same.

Aside from those issues, though, there are also 
conflicts within the Muslim community. Every 
year, we have the same problem determining 
the actual day of Eid. The traditional side of 
the community waits until it nears the end of 
the month, then goes out in search of the cres-
cent moon, called the “hilal” moon in Arabic. 
They rely only on moon sightings, as the prophet 
himself did so many years ago. Meanwhile, the 
progressive side of the community prefers to 
figure out the certain location of the moon at 
any given location based on astronomical cal-
culations, thus determining when Eid will take 
place months, even years, in advance, as op-
posed to waiting until the 29th night of the pre-
vious month. It’s a rarity that the calculations 
and sightings around the world all match up to 
the same day. As a result, around half the Mus-
lim community celebrates Eid one day, while the 
other half continues with their lives and cele-
brates the next day, or even a few days after. Usu-
ally, the calculations and sightings are within a 
day of each other- nothing outlandish. Yet they 
still differ enough to the point where September 
26th, the calculated day of Eid al-Adha, and the 
day that NYC schools are given off may not even 
be Eid for the people that rely on moon sight-
ings. Therefore, some Muslim students may just 
sit around all day on the 26th, then miss school 
the next day. Or, if  some kids are in the same 
situation as me, and their parents have conflict-
ing opinions on the start of Eid, those kids will 
celebrate two days in a row- which really means 
that they’re celebrating 2 out of the 3 days 
that the holiday is meant to celebrated during.

Overall, there have been very mixed reactions 
across the board to this new day off in or-
der to recognize a Muslim holiday- we’ll just 
have to see how it all plays out in September.

“a day off 
to celebrate 
the 
‘terrorist’s’ 
religion”

The Overlooked Part of 
Your Routine Fruit
Bananas rank amongst some of the most 
popular fruits in the supermarket. Dur-
ing this last year, the retail giant Walmart 
reported that bananas sold more than 
any other item available within the store.

Despite its popularity, not many people know 
about the history of the banana and con-
trary to popular belief the scientific find-
ings are eye-opening. Bananas are good 
for your health, and are packed with vita-
mins, and nutrients. They are low in calo-
ries and contain high amounts of potassium.

That’s the key to the banana’s radioactivity: Po-
tassium. Potassium is essential to the human 
body, and other complex life forms. It is used 
to transmit nerve signals and it is commonly 
found in the membranes of our cells. Potassi-
um comes in 3 different isotopes, one of which 
possesses radioactive qualities. This isotope is 
found in almost all fruits that are rich in potas-
sium, and is one of the biggest sources of radio-
active exposure on the human body second only 
to exposure to sunlight. The radioactivity of one 
banana represents about 1/100 of the radioac-
tive exposure we encounter throughout the day.

In spite of its radioactive qualities, bananas 
are still a great fruit. They are sweet, healthy, 
and are a good source of sustenance. While 
enjoying this snack however you may have no-
ticed that bananas the small black spots in the 
banana. These “seeds” are infertile, making 
the bananas “sterile mutants” as Hank Green 
from Scishow remarked. This particular brand 
of banana however may no longer be avail-
able in the global market in the coming future.

Prior to the 1960s, consumers in the US mar-
ket were eating a different type of banana 
known as the Gros Michel. Since cultivated 
bananas are infertile, the only way to repro-
duce the plants would be to transplant their 
stems, a method used commonly in the process 
of cloning plants. This meant that all the Gros 
Michel bananas that were cultivated were al-
most genetically identical which would prove to 
be a fatal mistake. During the 1960’s a patho-
gen known as the Panama Disease began to 
spread amongst bananas. With all of the spe-
cies of the bananas being genetically identical, 
the disease spread rapidly, and soon the Gros 
Michel bananas were brought to the brink of 
extinction in the US banana industry. Scien-
tists tried to give the Gros Michel some genetic 
variety but as John Soluri, a history profes-
sor at Carnegie Mellon University in puts it, 
“Many of them waited until the last minute.”

The future of the banana industry after the Gros 
Michel disaster was put into the hands of the 
Cavendish. The entire banana industry adopted 
the Cavendish, a species of banana that was more 
resistant to the pathogen. However, a strain of 
the panama disease that affects the Cavendish 
has been identified. The threat of the pathogen 
completely eradicating the Cavendish supply is 
still a threat, and there is no sure method of 
solving the problem besides providing more ge-
netic variety in the event of a repeated disaster.
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Comic: Earth Lab Part 3
by Mahaut B ‘16
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Recap: Senior Trip 2015 In Pictures




